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HQ Free Desktop Wallpapers at HRWallpapers.com

HRWallpapers.com, in one sentence, is an online store of High Quality Desktop Wallpapers, one of the
biggest of its kind you could find in the web. All wallpapers available are high resolutions such as 1024 x
768, 1600 x 1200, 1920 x 1440 etc.

Sept. 16, 2008 - PRLog -- HRWallpapers.com, in one sentence, is an online store of High Quality Desktop
Wallpapers, one of the biggest of its kind you could find in the web. All wallpapers available are high
resolutions such as 1024 x 768, 1152 x 864, 1280 x 1024, 1600 x 1200, 1920 x 1440 etc.

To make matters simple for visitors, HRWallpapers.com presents the wallpapers as thumbnails, and one
could set them as his/ her desktop wallpaper by simply clicking on the image and choosing Set as
Background on the larger image that opens subsequently. The different wallpaper categories are provided
on the right side menu, so that choosing one of choice is a simple and straight forward task. The latest
wallpapers are listed under most recent updates in the home page itself. 

Overall, the website offers everything wallpaper lovers expect from a wallpaper website. 

If you have not visited HRWallpapers.com yet for your wallpaper downloads, do it now. It is possible that
you might not have come across such a website before in the web. In other words, from what you find in its
pages, you would like the wallpapers website for sure.

For more information visit: http://HRWallpapers.com

# # #

World's largest free wallpapers collection of Cars, Hollywood-Bollywood Celebrities, Nature, Landscape
etc.

--- End ---

Source HRWallpapers.com
Country Sri Lanka
Industry Entertainment, Arts
Tags Wallpaper, Script, Hollywood, Bollywood, Celebrities, Nature, Girls, Desktop, Movies, Models
Link https://prlog.org/10117889
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